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Abstract

Traditional referring expression comprehension (REC)
aims to locate the target referent in an image guided by a
text query. Several previous methods have studied on the
Counterfactual problem in REC (C-REC) where the objects
for a given query cannot be found in the image. However,
these methods focus on the overall image-text or specific at-
tribute mismatch only. In this paper, we address the C-REC
problem from a deep perspective of fine-grained attributes.
To this aim, we first propose a fine-grained counterfactual
sample generation method to construct C-REC datasets.
Specifically, we leverage pre-trained language model such
as BERT to modify the attribute words in the queries, ob-
taining the corresponding counterfactual samples. Further-
more, we propose a C-REC framework. We first adopt three
encoders to extract image, text and attribute features. Then,
our dual-branch attentive fusion module fuses these cross-
modal features with two branches by an attention mech-
anism. At last, two prediction heads generate a bound-
ing box and a counterfactual label, respectively. In addi-
tion, we incorporate contrastive learning with the generated
counterfactual samples as negatives to enhance the coun-
terfactual perception. Extensive experiments show that our
framework achieves promising performance on both public
REC datasets RefCOCO/+/g and our constructed C-REC
datasets C-RefCOCO/+/g. The code and data are available
at https://github.com/Glacier0012/CREC.

1. Introduction

Given an image and a text query, referring expression com-
prehension (REC) [37, 42] aims to locate the visual target
referent guided by the query. An example is shown in Fig-
ure 1 a). REC connects image regions with natural lan-
guage, which contributes to downstream vision-language
tasks such as image captioning [3, 16, 49] and visual ques-
tion answering [11, 41, 45]. In addition, REC task has var-
ious practical applications, including interactive photo edit-
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Query: little black cat
Output: bounding box

Query: little black cat on the left
Output: none

a)  Traditional REC b)  Counterfactual REC

Figure 1. Comparison of traditional REC and counterfactual REC.
a) In traditional REC, the target referent guided by text query al-
ways exists in the given image, which is marked by a bounding
box. b) In counterfactual REC, the target referent cannot be found.

ing [44] and robot navigation [1, 36].
Generally, REC models can be grouped into two cate-

gories, two-stage models [5, 25, 26, 50] and one-stage mod-
els [7, 27, 46, 48, 51]. The former group extracts region pro-
posals from off-the-shelf object detectors [12, 35] and ranks
them by semantic similarity to output the top-score region.
In contrast, the latter group has an end-to-end structure with
faster inference speed and competitive performance. How-
ever, most of these two groups of methods suppose that the
target referent can always be found in the given image. They
overlook the counterfactual text queries that could appear
in real-world scenarios. For example, when a home service
robot is asked to grasp “a fork” but there is only “a knife”
in its sight, the bounding box output by most REC models
will cause wrong movements. In fact, a more reasonable
reaction of the robot is to provide a “no target” feedback.
We refer to this counterfactual problem as Counterfactual
Referring Expression Comprehension (C-REC).

Several methods have recently studied on C-REC. One
group considers C-REC as a matching task based on ex-
tracted entity and specific attribute [6, 10]. The other adopts
classification frameworks that detect the overall counterfac-
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tual polarity of image-text pairs [22, 24]. However, these
methods ignore the image-text mismatch on various fine-
grained attributes. For example, in Figure 1 b), the little
black cat is on the right. Thus, the query “little black cat on
the left” is a fine-grained counterfactual query. This query
considers the attribute of location. Motivated by above ob-
servations, we propose to revisit the C-REC problem from
a deep perspective of fine-grained attributes.

Naturally, two questions arise for addressing C-REC
task. Firstly, how to generate fine-grained counterfactual
samples effectively? Fine-grained counterfactual samples
generation requires modification on words of various at-
tributes (see Table 1). A naive idea of manually modify-
ing keywords in texts is labor-intensive and costly to collect
large-scale datasets. Besides, a simple automatic method
is to design replacement rules based on a pre-defined vo-
cabulary, such as mutual replacement of the size attribute
words “big” and “small”. However, it is difficult to cover all
the attributes words. In short, effectively generating C-REC
datasets should be addressed. Secondly, how to learn joint
cross-modal features for simultaneously performing local-
ization and counterfactual detection? The former task in-
clines towards global features from text queries. In contrast,
the latter task prefers local textual features of attributes. The
seemingly contradictory requirements for the learned fea-
tures make fine-grained C-REC challenging. In addition,
easily available counterfactual samples are unique for C-
REC task. Therefore, using these counterfactual samples
wisely would benefit for learning the joint features.

To tackle these problems, firstly we propose a coun-
terfactual sample generation (CSG) method to synthesize
counterfactual text queries in a labor-free way. We use a de-
pendency parsing tool [30] to extract words of pre-defined
attributes for a query from existing REC datasets. Then we
mask these words to predict new ones by pre-trained lan-
guage models. To obtain counterfactual predictions, we
adopt a re-ranking scheme to exclude synonyms. Using
our CSG method, we build three fine-grained counterfactual
datasets C-RefCOCO/+/g. Secondly, we propose a C-REC
framework with resilience to counterfactual queries. The
framework learns cross-modal joint features using a dual-
branch attentive fusion (DAF) module. Furthermore, we
incorporate contrastive learning wisely using the generated
counterfactual samples to enhance counterfactual percep-
tion. At last, we conduct extensive experiments, obtaining
promising performance of around 90% counterfactual clas-
sification accuracy on C-RefCOCO/+/g and improvements
on box accuracy on RefCOCO/+/g. Ablation studies prove
the effective designs in our C-REC framework.

Our major contributions are summarized as follows.
1) We revisit the counterfactual problem in REC from a

deep perspective of fine-grained attributes. We propose a
counterfactual sample generation method to build C-REC

Table 1. Fine-grained attributes and their corresponding words in
the referring expression, “small yellow wooden boat on the river
in the center of the image”.

ID Attribute Word

A1 head noun boat
A2 color yellow
A3 size small
A4 absolute location relation center
A5 relative location relation on
A6 relative location object river
A7 generic attribute wooden

datasets in a labor-free way.
2) We propose a C-REC framework to detect the coun-

terfactual polarity and simultaneously to locate the target
referents. We incorporate dual-branch attentive fusion and
contrastive learning to enhance counterfactual perception.

3) We conduct extensive experiments to show that our
framework achieves promising performance on both REC
datasets and our constructed C-REC datasets.

2. Methodology
We formulate the problem of counterfactual referring ex-
pression comprehension (C-REC) as a multi-task frame-
work composed of binary classification and coordinate re-
gression. Given an image I and a text query T , the goal
of C-REC task is to predict a counterfactual label C =
{0, 1} and simultaneously to locate the target referent with
a bounding box B. Note that C = 1 indicates the query
and the image are matched pairs, and C = 0 indicates the
query is counterfactual for the image. The box B is a vec-
tor of (x, y, w, h), where (x, y) represents the center point
of the box, and w and h represent the width and height of
the box. Next, we will describe our counterfactual sample
generation method and then propose our C-REC model.

2.1. Counterfactual Sample Generation (CSG)

Our C-REC samples are based on fine-grained attributes in
referring expressions. Inspired by ReferItGame [18], we
define seven types of attributes, including head noun, color,
size, absolute location relation, relative location relation,
relative location object, and generic attribute. Specifically,
head noun is the center noun of the referring expression
which indicates the category of target referent. Absolute lo-
cation relation refers to the location of the target in the im-
age. Relative location relation refers to the location of the
target referent relative to another object which is noted as
relative location object. Generic attribute includes the gen-
eral appearance features that are less frequently observed
such as material, shape and state. These attributes cover the
most common appearance and spatial information of target
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BERT

lady in black [mask] lady in black shirt

[mask]: shoes, boots, sweater, hat...

BERT

(shirt, jacket, shoes...) (shirt, coat, vest...)

Re-ranking

Figure 2. Counterfactual Sample Generation (CSG) method. An
attribute word is extracted by dependency parsing and masked.
Then, BERT is used to predict candidate words for [MASK] to-
ken and we re-rank them to generate counterfactual queries.

referents. Table 1 shows the fine-grained attributes and cor-
responding words in a referring expression.

Moreover, to obtain fine-grained C-REC samples, we
generate negative texts [13] based on existing REC datasets.
We leverage a language model to modify the attribute words
to counterfactual ones, while preserving the context of the
text query. The overview of our proposed counterfactual
sample generation (CSG) method is shown in Figure 2.
Specifically, the CSG method consists of the following four
steps. 1) We extract all the attribute words in given text
query T from existing REC datasets using a dependency
parsing tool [30]. Note that the seven attributes cannot al-
ways be found in a query, and in most cases there only ex-
ist two or three attributes. For text queries of multiple at-
tributes, we generate one counterfactual sample for each at-
tribute word. After that, the attribute word a is replaced by
a [MASK] token. 2) We leverage the pre-trained language
model such as BERT [8] to predict N candidate words for
the [MASK] token. These words are most likely to appear
according to the context Cct. Every candidate word ob-
tains a probability P (wi|Cct), where i = 1, 2, · · · , N . 3)
The initial query T is fed into BERT. We obtain the prob-
ability of candidate words on the position of a given the
context Cct and the attribute word a, which is denoted as
P (wi|Cct, a). Intuitively, among these candidate words, the
attribute word a has the maximum probability, followed by
some synonyms. 4) To select the counterfactual words from
the predictions, we adopt a re-ranking scheme. We define a
correlation score si between the candidate word wi and the
attribute word a as follows,

si =
P (wi|Cct)
P (wi|Cct, a)

, i = 1, 2, · · · , N. (1)

We re-rank these words by the correlation score si and re-
place a with the re-ranked candidates. To promote the ro-
bustness of the counterfactual query, we randomly choose
one of the top N ′ re-ranked candidate words as the negative
sample of query T . The selected new word appears in con-
text Cct with a high probability but appears in context Cct
and a with a low probability. This indicates a low correla-
tion with the attribute word a. Thus, we discard the syn-
onyms of the initial attribute word. In other words, the gen-
erated text queries are semantically counterfactual in com-
parison with the initial query.

2.2. Counterfactual REC Model

The overview of the proposed model is shown in Figure
3. Our C-REC model has a one-stage structure, consist-
ing of three encoders, a dual-branch attentive fusion (DAF)
module, a regression head and a counterfactual detection
head. In addition, contrastive learning and overall loss are
described. Details of our model are elaborated as follows.

Encoders. Our model adopts three encoders to extract
features from images, text queries and attribute words, re-
spectively. We take CSPDarkNet [40] as image encoder to
capture visual information of diverse semantic levels. Fea-
ture maps from the last K layers are output as visual fea-
tures. These features are denoted as F i

v ∈ Rki×ki×di , i =
1, · · · ,K, where di and ki are the dimension and map size
of the i-th layer. For the text encoding, we take LSTM [15]
with GLOVE embeddings [34] as text encoder. The query
T is padded and pooled into a global vector. The textual fea-
ture is denoted as Ft ∈ Rdt , where dt represents the textual
feature dimension. At last, the attribute encoder shares the
parameters with the text encoder. Thus, the attribute word
is encoded into the attribute feature Fa ∈ Rdt .

Dual-branch Attentive Fusion (DAF). To effectively
utilize the linguistic encodings of different granularity, we
adopt a two-branch structure for cross-modal fusion. In-
spired by RealGIN [51], we apply an attention mechanism
for each branch. In one branch, visual feature Fv and textual
feature Ft are projected to an identical dimension. These
features are fused by dot-product to obtain a scalar product
fvt as follows,

f i
vt = σ

(
WvF

i
v

)T · σ (WtFt) , (2)

where Wv and Wt are projection matrices and σ(·) is Sig-
moid function. Then we calculate the attention map ac and
sum it into Fv to obtain the attention feature fatt, i.e.,

aic =
exp(f i

vt)
ki×ki∑

j

exp(f j
vt)

, fatt =
∑
i

aicF
i
v

︸ ︷︷ ︸
.

(3)

Furthermore, to diffuse the attention feature fatt into the
fusion feature with the identical dimension of Fv , we cal-
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Contrastive learning

Text
Encoder
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Text query:
"lady in black shirt"

Attribute
Encoder Counterfactual

Head
Label: 
C = 1

CSG

Bounding box:

Attribute:
"shirt"
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T+
I
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 Head

Ft 

Fv 
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××

fvt fva

α

Dual-branch Attentive Fusion Module

Ff 

+

Negative samples:
"lady in black shoes"

"lady in black boots"...

Attn

Attn

DAF Module

 fatt  f'att

Figure 3. Overview of our C-REC model. We first adopt three encoders to extract the image, text and attribute features, respectively. Then
we fuse the three features in the dual-branch attentive fusion (DAF) module to obtain a fusion feature. After that, a regression head is used
to predict the bounding box and a counterfactual head is used to predict the counterfactual label. In addition, we incorporate a contrastive
loss using the negative samples generated by CSG method for enhancing cross-modal fusion.

culate a diffusion attention map ad. This attention map is
calculated in the same way as that of the attention map ac.
After that, we obtain the image-text fusion feature Fvt with
a residual connection as follows,

F i
vt = F i

v + aidfatt. (4)

Similarly, the other branch fuses the visual feature Fv

and attribute feature Fa as the above branch does. Thus,
we obtain the image-attribute feature Fva, which guides the
visual maps to attend to the crucial attribute information in
the query. Lastly, the fusion feature Ff used for predic-
tion is obtained by averaging features from the previous two
branches. This process is formulated as follows,

Ff = αFvt + (1− α)Fva, (5)

where the parameter α is used to balance the dual branches.
Note that the layer number i is omitted for simplicity.

Prediction Heads. Our model has two independent pre-
diction heads to generate two outputs: a bounding box and a
counterfactual label. For localization, the coordinates b and
the confidence score c of the bounding box are predicted
by convolutional regression layers. The localization loss is
given as follows,

Lloc = c′ · Liou(b, b
′) + Lce(c, c

′), (6)

where b′ and c′ are the ground truth of bounding box and

confidence distribution. The term Liou is IoU loss and the
term Lce is cross-entropy loss.

For counterfactual prediction, we set a binary classifier.
The fusion feature Ff is pooled into a fixed-size global vec-
tor by an average pooling function, then projected to a 2-
D vector through two fully-connected layers with ReLU.
We obtain the predicted probability p by Softmax function.
The counterfactual classification loss Lcf follows the cross-
entropy loss,

Lcf = Lce(p, p
′), (7)

where p′ is the one-hot vector of ground truth label.
Contrastive Learning. To improve the counterfactual

perceptual ability of our model, we introduce the contrastive
loss. Intuitively, counterfactual text queries could be used as
hard negative samples. To this aim, a natural idea is using
our proposed CSG method. Our goal is to minimize the
distance between an image I and its positive text query T+

as well as to maximize the distance between the image I
and its negative text queries T− in the latent space. We take
InfoNCE loss [14] as contrastive loss, given as follows,

Lcl = − log
exp (Ff · FT+/τ)∑

t′∈(T+,T−)

exp (Ff · Ft′/τ)
, (8)

where τ is the temperature parameter.
Training and Inference. During the training stage, the
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Table 2. Statistics on RefCOCO/+/g for REC task and our built
datasets C-RefCOCO/+/g for C-REC task. The number of normal
and counterfactual samples in C-RefCOCO/+/g is 1:1.

Dataset Train Val TestA (Test) TestB

RefCOCO 42404 10834 5657 5095
RefCOCO+ 42278 10758 5726 4889
RefCOCOg 42226 4896 9602 -

C-RefCOCO 61870 15566 6994 8810
C-RefCOCO+ 59962 15328 7846 7108
C-RefCOCOg 30298 3676 7122 -

Table 3. Statistics on fine-grained attributes in C-RefCOCO/+/g.

Dataset A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7

C-RefCOCO 23862 5136 464 16142 131 131 754
C-RefCOCO+ 28573 9864 1685 2646 0 0 2354
C-RefCOCOg 11312 4114 638 4024 108 108 244

Percentage 58.26% 15.64% 2.24% 20.76% 0.17% 0.17% 2.76%

overall loss is the weighted sum of three terms,

L = Lloc + γcfLcf + γclLcl, (9)

where γcf and γcl are hyper-parameters.
During the inference stage, our model will output the

counterfactual label as well as the bounding box with the
highest confidence score.

3. Experiments
3.1. Datasets

To evaluate our C-REC framework, we adopt three REC
benchmark datasets and build C-REC datasets. The three
REC datasets include RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and Ref-
COCOg (briefly denoted as RefCOCO/+/g). They are built
upon the images from MS-COCO [23]. RefCOCO and Re-
fCOCO+ [32] are created in a two-player game. They both
have train, validation and two test splits. TestA contains
people instances and TestB contains object ones. The main
difference is that RefCOCO includes descriptions of spatial
relations while RefCOCO+ forbids them. RefCOCOg [31]
contains longer and more complex expressions on appear-
ances and locations compared to two previous datasets. It is
split into train/val/test sets.

In addition, we use the proposed CSG method to gen-
erate C-REC datasets, named C-RefCOCO/+/g for evalua-
tion. In CSG, we set the number of predictions N = 10
and the number of re-ranked candidates N ′ = 5. For the
dataset construction, we select part of the original data by
the query length or extracted attributes to generate negative
samples. Then, we add the corresponding positive samples
into our datasets to keep the number of normal and coun-
terfactual samples balanced. The size of REC and C-REC
datasets are shown in Table 2. The number and proportion

Image
Original query: 
    lady in black on the right of the red umbrella
Counterfactual query:
    1. men in black on the right of the red umbrella
    2. lady in green on the right of the red umbrella

Text query

Original query: 
    the pizza on the left more square looking
Counterfactual query:
    1. the window on the left more square looking
    2. the pizza on the stove more square looking

Figure 4. Fine-grained counterfactual samples in C-RefCOCO.
The counterfactual text queries are generated by replacing the ini-
tial attribute words with semantically opposite or irrelevant words.
Head nouns are in red and the other attribute words are in blue.

of different attributes in counterfactual samples are shown
in Table 3. In addition, several counterfactual samples in
C-RefCOCO are shown in Figure 4.

3.2. Metrics

To evaluate our model, we use two typical metrics and an-
other our proposed metric. The first metric is Acc-Box
(IoU@0.5). It evaluates the localization performance by
measuring the percentage of bounding boxes whose IoU is
greater than 0.5. The second metric is Acc-Cls. It evaluates
the counterfactual detection performance by measuring the
percentage of correct predictions on counterfactual labels.

In addition, we design a new metric, i.e., Acc-Cf for
evaluating the overall performance of a C-REC model.
Specifically, we define true positives (TP) as the normal
samples whose predicted labels C = 1 and simultaneously
IoU > 0.5, while true negatives (TN) are the counterfactual
samples whose predicted labels C = 0. Thus, Acc-Cf mea-
sures the percentage of correct predictions in N test samples
as follows,

Acc-Cf =
NTP +NTN

N
. (10)

3.3. Implementation Details

All methods are implemented on two GPUs of NVIDIA
RTX A6000. Adam [20] is applied as the optimizer. Batch
size is set to 32 and the initial learning rate is 0.0001. The
localization result B is enabled only when the counterfac-
tual label is C = 1. We set bounding box B = (0, 0, 0, 0)
if C = 0 for simplicity. The image encoder CSPDarkNet
[40] is pre-trained on MS-COCO [23] without the images
in validation and test sets. We train our model on Ref-
COCO/+/g for first 40 epochs, and then fine-tune on coun-
terfactual datasets C-RefCOCO/+/g for another 20 epochs.
The temperature parameter τ in contrastive loss is set to 0.2,
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Table 4. Acc-Box (%) of our model and baseline models on RefCOCO/+/g. Best results are in bold and sub-optimal results are underlined.

Model Visual Pretrained RefCOCO RefCOCO+ RefCOCOg
Encoder Images val testA testB val testA testB val-u test-u

Vision-Language Pretrain

MDETR[17] ResNet-101 200K 86.75 89.58 81.41 79.52 84.09 70.62 81.64 80.89
OFA[43] ResNet-152 20M 90.05 92.93 85.26 85.80 89.87 79.22 85.89 86.55

m-PLUG[21] ViT-L 14M 92.40 94.51 88.42 86.02 90.17 78.17 85.88 86.42

One-stage REC

FAOA[46] DarkNet-53 - 72.54 74.35 68.50 56.81 60.23 49.60 61.33 60.36
ReSC[47] DarkNet-53 - 77.63 80.45 72.30 63.59 68.36 56.81 67.30 67.20
MCN[28] DarkNet-53 - 80.08 82.29 74.98 67.16 72.86 57.31 66.46 66.01

RealGIN[51] DarkNet-53 - 77.25 78.70 72.10 62.78 67.17 54.21 62.75 62.33
LG-FPN[39] DarkNet-53 - 82.07 84.66 77.63 69.97 76.40 61.32 71.73 71.13

PFOS[38] DarkNet-53 - 79.50 81.49 77.13 65.76 69.61 60.30 69.06 68.34
VGTR[9] ResNet-101 - 79.30 82.16 74.38 64.40 70.85 55.84 66.83 67.28

TransVG[7] ResNet-101 - 81.02 82.72 78.35 64.82 70.70 56.94 68.67 67.73
SimREC[29] CSPDarkNet-53 - 82.45 85.91 77.98 70.58 76.75 61.12 72.59 72.86

Ours CSPDarkNet-53 - 82.77 86.35 77.13 72.29 78.24 63.47 73.33 74.11

Table 5. Acc-Cls (%) on C-RefCOCO/+/g. We compare our model
with a random choice, different confidence scores and a binary
classifier. Best results are in bold and sub-optimal results are
underlined.

Method C-RefCOCO C-RefCOCO+ C-RefCOCOg
val testA testB val testA testB val test

Random 51.12 49.64 51.95 53.33 51.74 49.07 49.89 50.03
Conf. score (0.01) 78.25 78.55 74.20 82.91 83.95 78.22 73.72 75.20
Conf. score (0.1) 86.25 86.05 82.67 87.88 87.62 84.15 62.08 61.81
Conf. score (0.5) 85.23 84.94 80.69 82.68 85.08 80.79 52.12 52.29

Binary classifier 93.05 92.31 91.69 91.98 91.09 89.21 89.45 89.08

while the weight parameters γcf and γcl are set to 2.0. The
parameter α in DAF module is set to 0.25 for counterfactual
head and 1.0 for regression head.

3.4. Baselines

We compare our model with state-of-the-art vision-
language pretrained models and one-stage REC baselines.
The VLP models include MDETR [17], OFA [43] and
m-PLUG [21]. One-stage baselines include anchor-based
models, such as FAOA [46], ReSC [47], MCN [28], Real-
GIN [51], LG-FPN [39] and SimREC [29] and anchor-free
models, such as PFOS [38], VGTR [9] and TransVG [7].

3.5. Main Results

Table 4 reports Acc-Box of our model and other models
on RefCOCO/+/g. We observe that our model outperforms
the prevailing one-stage REC models, especially the base-
line SimREC [29]. Without being pre-trained on large-scale
vision-language datasets, our model achieves strong com-
petitive performance on the traditional REC task. It also
implies that the training of dual tasks, i.e., localization and
counterfactual classification can promote each other.

Table 6. Acc-Cf (%) of our model on C-RefCOCO/+/g.

Model C-RefCOCO C-RefCOCO+ C-RefCOCOg
val testA testB val testA testB val test

Ours 86.32 86.99 82.44 82.31 82.99 74.38 78.18 78.27

Table 5 reports Acc-Cls of our model on constructed
C-REC datasets, i.e., C-RefCOCO/+/g. We set our base-
lines by a random choice and by confidence scores. We set
three thresholds, including 0.01, 0.1, and 0.5 for confidence
scores in regression head to directly predict counterfactual
labels. The optimal thresholds obtain a performance gain
from 23.83% to 36.41% compared to the random choice.
However, the relatively low accuracy on C-RefCOCOg in-
dicates that the method of thresholding confidence scores
lacks of generalization when addressing the long and com-
plex queries. In contrast, the binary classifier averagely ob-
tains around 90% accuracy on C-RefCOCO/+/g, surpassing
the baseline methods by a margin up to 15.73%. This shows
the necessity of a well-designed counterfactual prediction
head on fine-grained samples.

Table 6 reports Acc-Cf of our model on constructed
datasets C-RefCOCO/+/g. As a combination of Acc-Box
and Acc-Cls, Acc-Cf indicates the overall performance of
a C-REC model. The high accuracy on all three datasets
shows the strong performance of our model as a solid base-
line for C-REC task.

3.6. Ablation Study

To investigate the effectiveness of different components
in the model, we conduct ablation studies on our C-REC
model. Specifically, we consider attribute features Fa, con-
trastive loss Lcl, and counterfactual training (C-Train). Ta-
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Table 7. Performance (%) on different settings of attribute features
Fa, contrastive loss Lcl, and counterfactual training (C-Train).

Fa Lcl C-Train Acc-Box Acc-Cls Acc-Cf

- - - 75.23 50.00 37.62
! - - 78.05 50.00 39.03
- ! - 77.96 50.00 38.98
- - ! 76.94 86.74 78.05
! - ! 78.18 90.72 81.06
! ! ! 78.28 91.69 82.44

Table 8. Acc-Cf (%) with different cross-modal fusion methods
on C-RefCOCO.

Method val testA testB

Baseline (Fvt) 83.72 84.83 79.29
Serial fusion (Fa → Fvt) 82.04 82.14 78.35
Serial fusion (Ft → Fva) 83.17 84.26 79.34

Parallel fusion (Fva + Fvt) 86.32 86.99 82.44

ble 7 reports the performance of our model under different
settings on C-RefCOCO testB split. Note that here Acc-Box
is only calculated on the positive samples in C-RefCOCO.
Therefore, it is basically the box accuracy on a subset of Re-
fCOCO. Methods without C-Train are only trained on pos-
itive samples. Consequently, they tend to predict C = 1 for
all inputs and their Acc-Cls are fixed to 50%. Furthermore,
we observe that the combination of three components brings
the most significant gain of 44.82% on Acc-Cf. The results
show that these designs do enhance the query-sensitive abil-
ity of our model.

Next, to investigate the effectiveness of our fusion
method, we conduct different methods. Specifically, the
baseline method is fusing the visual and textual features
(Fvt) without additional guidance from attribute words. The
other two baselines are serial methods, according to the
phase of Fa incorporating into visual-textual feature fusion,
i.e., calculating Fvt first or Fva first. The fourth method
is parallel fusion method. The experimental results are
reported in Table 8. Both of the serial methods show a
slight performance decrease. In contrast, the parallel fu-
sion method shows a balanced highest performance. This
indicates that the parallel fusion method can better preserve
the alignment between image and text modalities.

Furthermore, to evaluate the parameters’ impact on
the model’s performance, we conduct experiments on the
hyper-parameter α in DAF module and the temperature pa-
rameter τ in contrastive loss. First, the experimental results
on the hyper-parameter α are shown in Figure 5. Here, we
set different values of α for two subtasks, counterfactual de-
tection and regression. We observe that the optimal values
for these two subtasks are 0.25 (α cf ) and 1.00 (α reg), re-
spectively. The result shows that local attribute information
is more important for detecting the counterfactual polarity,

Figure 5. Acc-Cf (%) with different settings of the weight param-
eter α in DAF module on C-RefCOCO.

Table 9. Acc-Cf (%) with different settings of the temperature
parameter τ in contrastive loss on C-RefCOCO.

τ val testA testB

0.05 85.43 86.42 81.78
0.1 85.47 86.25 81.39
0.2 86.32 86.99 82.44
0.5 84.83 86.68 80.90

while global context information is more important for lo-
calizing visual target referents. Second, we set different
values of τ to train our model. The experimental results on
the temperature parameter τ in contrastive loss are shown in
Table 9. We observe that our model achieves the best perfor-
mance when the parameter τ equals to 0.2. This indicates
a higher or lower temperature parameter could weaken the
feature fusion in latent feature space.

3.7. Qualitative Analysis

To intuitively show the performance of our model, we vi-
sualize a few qualitative examples in Figure 6. The first
row shows the localization performance of our model and
SimREC [29] on RefCOCO. Our model successfully pre-
dicts the counterfactual labels of the normal samples as pos-
itive and provides accurate localization. Even in the fail-
ure case “blue car”, bounding box predicted by our model
has a higher IoU than that of SimREC. This shows a satis-
factory performance of our model on traditional REC task.
The other two rows show some counterfactual samples, cov-
ering all seven pre-defined attributes (see Table 1). Our
model successfully identifies the mismatched attributes in
most negative queries, including head noun, color, relative
locations, and generic attribute. However, our model fails to
focus on the size attribute “small” in the first failure case. In
addition, in the second failure case, our model excessively
attends to the absolute location “center” and produces the
localization of “woman in the center”. These mistakes indi-
cate that complex queries with multiple attributes can con-
fuse our model to less attend to the exact counterfactual one.
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right zebra back

blue car

middle dudebaby

square cake

second runner from left man in the center

man on a plane

blue sofa

person under a photo hamster awake

small case on the bottom

blue car

Figure 6. Qualitative results of our C-REC model. At the top, we show some REC predictions by our model and SimREC on RefCOCO.
At the bottom two rows, we show some C-REC predictions by our model, covering seven attributes. In all images, the ground truth boxes
are marked in orange, the bounding boxes of SimREC in green and those of our model in blue.

4. Related Work

4.1. Counterfactual REC

There are several approaches that have studied on C-REC
problem. SCRE [6] originally addresses the problem of
wrong expressions in REC. The correctness of expressions
is determined by the number of matched pairs of words
and visual entities. MTG [10] takes a modular design of
three components and outputs the logical union of masks
from three segmentation models. These two methods take
C-REC as a matching task based on logical rules. FVG
[19] grounds the counterfactual queries to the pseudo re-
gions added to the images. Moreover, other methods adopt
a binary classifier to extend existing models. ReLA [24]
addresses the no-target problem by a relationship-modeling
framework. IRVG [22] handles the false-alarm issue by an
iterative robust visual grounding framework. However, all
of previous works do not investigate fine-grained counter-
factual queries on various attributes.

4.2. Vision-language Counterfactuals Generation

In vision-language tasks such as REC and VQA, generating
effective counterfactual image-text pairs is a necessity for
evaluating counterfactual resilient models. A straightfor-
ward scheme is adopted in [6, 22]. They randomly match
image-text pairs within existing datasets, leading to a rela-
tively coarse quality. In addition, the idea of using genera-
tive adversarial networks (GANs) to produce counterfactual

images is proposed [2, 33]. CSS [4] generates both counter-
factual images and questions by masking critical objects in
images or keywords in texts. To obtain high-quality coun-
terfactual queries, manual modifications on keywords in
queries [6, 19] and manual re-annotations [24] are adopted.
However, these schemes are labor-consuming and hard to
transfer without explicit standards. In contrast, we propose
a method based on language models to generate effective
counterfactual text queries in a labor-free way.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we revisit the counterfactual problem in REC
from a deep perspective of fine-grained attributes. To this
end, we propose a CSG method to construct fine-grained C-
REC datasets in a labor-free way. Furthermore, we propose
a C-REC framework to detect the counterfactual polarity
and simultaneously to locate the target referents. In addi-
tion, we incorporate a DAF module and contrastive learn-
ing to enhance counterfactual perception. Experimental re-
sults demonstrate that our C-REC model obtains promising
performance on various datasets. In the future, how to gen-
erate counterfactual images to improve the diversity of our
C-REC datasets is an interesting problem.
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